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ABSTRACT
We present an update to the photometric calibration of the COMBO-17 catalogue on the Extended Chandra Deep Field South, which
is now consistent with the GaBoDS and MUSYC catalogues. As a result, photometric redshifts become slightly more accurate, with
< 0.01 rms and little bias in the δz/(1+ z) of galaxies with R < 21 and of QSOs with R < 24. With increasing photon noise the rms
of galaxies reaches 0.02 for R < 23 and 0.035 at R≈ 23.5. Consequences for the rest-frame colours of galaxies at z < 1 are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Almost five years ago, a catalogue of the Extended Chandra
Deep Field South (ECDFS) was published by the COMBO-17
survey project (Wolf et al. 2004). It comprised photometry in 17
bands, viz. the broad-band filters UBVRI and 12 medium-band
filters covering the wavelength range from 400 to 930 nm. On the
basis of the SEDs they derived and published photometric clas-
sifications into star, galaxy, QSO or white dwarf, as well as pho-
tometric redshifts for galaxies and QSOs. While the A901 and
S11 fields of the COMBO-17 survey had straightforward cali-
brations, it was known that the ECDFS calibration was ambigu-
ous. In spite of this, photometric redshifts in the ECDFS were
of very good quality with σz/(1+ z) ≈ 0.02 for galaxies with
R < 23 and for QSOs (=type-1 AGN) brighter than MB <−22.
Recently, it became clear that the photometric calibration
was indeed in error with an almost monotonic drift across wave-
length. Since the publishing of the original COMBO-17 ECDFS
catalogue, two separate projects – MUSYC (Taylor et al. 2008)
and GaBoDS (Hildebrandt et al. 2006) – have constructed
broadband photometric catalogues of the ECDFS. The GaBoDS
consortium retrieved and combined all existing WFI imaging (up
to Dec 2005), including raw COMBO-17 data, and calibrated
them from nightly standard star imaging. Both the GaBoDS and
MUSYC projects use the same WFI data; the MUSYC cata-
logue adds NIR data to the GaBoDS–reduced optical data. It was
through comparison of the catalogue photometry between them
and COMBO-17 that the calibration issue was first noticed.
Broad-band photo-z’s are susceptible to calibration off-
sets, but photo-z’s from medium-band surveys are more robust
against calibration errors. This applies to both random calibra-
tion offsets, whose impact is diminished by a large number of
bands, and to systematic calibration drifts, since spectral fea-
tures are reliably located by medium-band filters even when the
SED is globally wrong. Hence, the presence of the calibration
drift could not be deduced from the fully satisfying photo-z per-
formance.
In this paper, we publish a refined calibration alongside an
updated catalogue and explain the origin of the calibration er-
ror (see Sect. 2), the details of which might be useful for future
multi-band surveys. We then compare the new calibration to the
two other ground-based surveys that quantified the calibration
difference in the broad-bands originally (see Sect. 3). In Sect. 4
we discuss subtle consequences for the photo-z accuracy and the
more important update of the rest-frame colours.
2. The CDFS calibration issue and update
The COMBO-17 survey has been calibrated with the same tech-
nique as the CADIS survey (Wolf et al. 2001b): Both surveys
have a large number of filters, collect photons irrespective of sky
transparency and react to changing seeing conditions by schedul-
ing the observations in different filters very flexibly. It was thus
desired to conduct the survey imaging free from the need to ob-
tain regular standard star calibration imaging, which would pro-
duce very large overheads with a large number of filters. This
approach is possible when spectrophotometric standard stars are
available inside the survey imaging fields, since then every sur-
vey exposure contains a standard star. Both surveys established
two spectrophotometric standards in each of their fields with a
separate spectroscopy programme in photometric nights.
This approach worked very satisfyingly for the seven CADIS
fields and for all COMBO-17 fields except for the CDFS: here,
the two standard stars displayed a calibration difference drift-
ing monotonically with wavelength over the entire range from
U-band to I-band, a phenomenon that can not be caused e.g. by
missing order separation filters. Clearly, one of the two standards
in the CDFS had a true spectrum that differed from the one ob-
tained in the calibration spectroscopy. The reason for this is still
unknown: The calibration spectroscopy used a 5′′ wide slit in a
seeing of 1′′ so that any non-optimal centring of the star can not
produce the observed calibration drifts.
We have considered two hypotheses: (i) the wrong star was
observed by accident, however, a review of the observing data
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Table 1. Calibration offsets resulting from changing the standard
star: to be added to the CDFS photometry in Wolf et al. (2004).
filter ∆m filter ∆m filter ∆m
U −0.143 420 +0.038 646 −0.022
B +0.040 464 −0.027 696 −0.081
V +0.003 485 +0.037 753 −0.092
R −0.054 518 +0.039 815 −0.103
I −0.123 571 −0.033 855 −0.146
604 −0.072 915 −0.144
seems to rule this out; (ii) the star with the wrong calibration
is an eclipsing binary undergoing an eclipse at the time of spec-
troscopy; the standard stars show no sign of variability during all
of the survey imaging, so this explanation may sound unlikely,
but we can not rule it out.
The ideal path to take in such circumstances is repeating
the calibration and accepting ensuing delays. The path that was
taken in practice was trying to identify which star was faulty and
proceed with only one calibration standard. The COMBO-17
procedure for reviewing the calibration included comparing the
colours of bright (R < 20) point sources with those of a library
of stellar spectra (Pickles 1998); usually, differences could be
traced back to problems in the raw image reduction of an af-
fected filter. In the CDFS data no particular filter had processing
faults, but the two standard stars still disagreed with the overall
Pickles library to a small and similar extent in opposite direc-
tions; a decision in favour of one star was taken.
The calibration update presented here is entirely a result of
changing from one standard star to the other, and the new choice
has been consistently supported by three pieces of evidence:
– The colour differences between the initial ECDFS cali-
bration of COMBO-17 and the independently calibrated
GaBoDS and MUSYC catalogues vanished into insignifi-
cance after choosing the alternative standard star.
– During the survey calibration for HIROCS (Heidelberg IR-
Optical Cluster Survey) it was realised that the stars found in
typical extragalactic fields are predominantly main-sequence
stars, while the Pickles atlas also contains many subgiants
and giants whose colours differ from those of main-sequence
stars; when the colours of the COMBO-17 point sources
were then compared to only main-sequence Pickles stars,
the stellar locus narrowed and it became immediately clear
which of the two COMBO-17 standards was faulty.
– Photometric redshifts obtained from broad-band filters alone
showed biases in the original photometry and template re-
pair methods suggested offsets on the order of those applied
(Hildebrandt et al. 2008).
In Table 1 we list magnitude values to be added to the ini-
tial calibration in order to obtain the refined version. Negative
numbers mean that the new calibration renders objects brighter.
The overall trend is to make the SEDs redder than before. The
updated catalogue can also be obtained in FITS or ASCII format
from the COMBO-17 website1 and in ASCII only from CDS2.
We also flagged a number of additional objects, whose total pho-
tometry is affected by close neighbours and remind the reader
only to rely on the photometry with objects having f lag all < 8.
1 http://www.mpia.de/COMBO/combo CDFSpublic.html
2 http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/CDS.html
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Fig. 1. Comparison of new COMBO-17 and GaBoDS photom-
etry. Now, the SED shapes of COMBO-17 and GaBoDS agree.
An offset of IC17− IGab = 0.m077 or IC17− IMus ≈ 0.m10 remains.
3. Calibration comparisons; aperture photometry
We compare the new COMBO-17 calibration with the broad-
band photometry of GaBoDS in Fig. 1, demonstrating good
agreement in terms of the colours. Except for the notoriously
difficult U-band, colour indices are within ∼ 0.m01 of each other.
The overall calibration of the BVRI filters shows a difference of
<∼ 0.m1, such that objects in COMBO-17 appear to be fainter. The
calibration of MUSYC and GaBoDS agrees very well with that
of the GOODS data set (Taylor et al. 2008).
This comparison covers only point sources, because multi-
colour data are provided in the COMBO-17 catalogue only for
aperture photometry but not for total photometry. In the pres-
ence of colour gradients, which are common in galaxies, total
colours are not expected to be identical to aperture colours. The
only total photometry in COMBO-17 is in the R-band, which is
used for the normalisation of the SED to obtain luminosities and
masses. Here, we briefly repeat the unchanged principles behind
the COMBO-17 aperture SEDs:
We obtained spectral energy distributions of all objects from
photometry in all 17 passbands by projecting the known object
coordinates into the frames of reference of each single exposure
and measuring the object fluxes at the given locations. In order to
optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, we measure the spectral shape
in the high surface brightness regions of the objects and ignore
potential low surface brightness features at large distance from
the center. However, this implies that for large galaxies at low
redshifts z < 0.2 we measure the SED of the central region and
ignore colour gradients.
Also, we suppressed the propagation of seeing variations into
the photometry by making sure that we always probe the same
physical footprint outside the atmosphere f (x,y) of any object
in all bands irrespective of the PSF p(x,y). Here, the footprint
f (x,y) is the convolution of the PSF p(x,y) with the aperture
weighting function a(x,y). If all three are Gaussians, an identi-
cal physical footprint can be probed even when the PSF changes,
simply by adjusting the weighting function a(x,y). We chose to
measure fluxes on a footprint of 1.′′5 FWHM outside the atmo-
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Fig. 2. Comparison of photometric and spectroscopic galaxy redshifts: precision is < 0.01 rms at R< 21 but changes with brightness.
sphere. In practise, we use the package MPIAPHOT to measure
the PSF on individual frames, choose the weighting function
needed to conserve the footprint and obtain the flux on the foot-
print (Meisenheimer & Ro¨ser 1993). Fluxes of individual frames
are averaged and the flux error is derived from the scatter. Thus,
it takes not only photon noise into account, but also suboptimal
flatfielding and uncorrected CCD artifacts.
4. Consequences for photometric classifications
and redshifts
A change in SED leads to changes in the most probable ob-
ject class, estimated photometric redshift and restframe proper-
ties, at least formally. However, the new redshifts are very sim-
ilar to the previous ones, and a comparison with spectroscopic
samples shows that the new ones are moderately more accurate,
mostly in the quality saturation regime at R < 21. Medium-band
photo-z’s rely on locating spectral features between neighbour-
ing medium-bands and are thus more robust against calibration
offsets. Hence, the original CDFS photo-z’s in COMBO-17 were
already almost as precise as they could be.
In contrast, broad-band photo-z’s rely more on overall
colours and calibration offsets translate directly into strong
photo-z biases. Such biases were indeed found in a broad-
band photo-z study (Hildebrandt et al. 2008) and were one of
the arguments suggesting the recalibration of COMBO-17. In
Hildebrandt et al. (2008) the published values of photo-z quality
are already based on the corrected COMBO-17 photometry.
4.1. Galaxies
On this occasion, we update the COMBO-17 photo-z procedure
with two more changes: (i) we remove a bug in the treatment
of bimodal redshift probability distributions, and (ii) we extend
the redshift range under consideration for galaxies to z ∼ 7 by
default, although no galaxy brighter than R = 24 ends up with
a redshift estimate above z = 2.5. In the following, we briefly
discuss the resulting updated redshifts and classifications and re-
strict ourselves entirely to the magnitude range of R < 24.
Fig. 2 compares the updated galaxy photo-z’s with the high-
quality subset of the VVDS sample (Le Fe`vre et al. 2004). As
with the initial COMBO-17 photo-z’s on the CDFS the agree-
ment is very good and the δz/1(+z) deviations have an rms of
∼ 0.008 at R < 21, increasing to 0.02 at R < 23 and ∼ 0.035 at
R = [23,24] as photon noise widens the redshift probability dis-
tributions. At R > 24 the signal in the medium-band filters is in-
sufficient to provide an advantage over broad-band SEDs. These
comparisons have effectively tested only the redshift range z =
[0,1.2], where an optical-only filter set is expected to perform
well. We know little about the COMBO-17 photo-z accuracy of
normal galaxies at z > 1.2, but the reasoning behind not limiting
the photo-z code to low redshifts any more is to avoid forcing a
low-redshift solution onto a true high-redshift galaxy that would
contaminate faint low-redshift samples.
Fig. 3 compares the galaxy redshifts and restframe colours
of the initial data release from 2004 with this update. Redshifts
have changed by > 0.1 for about 1% of the galaxies at R < 23,
but for more of the fainter galaxies, where the medium-band fil-
ters become less helpful in constraining spectral features, and the
change of broad-band colours makes a larger difference. Most
conspicuous is a horizontal feature of galaxies previously esti-
mated to be at z < 0.2, but now estimated to stretch from ∼ 0.5
to beyond z = 1. The new estimates for these objects are likely
to be more correct than the previous low-z values, even though
we do not know how accurate the redshifts are at z > 1.2; sev-
eral of these objects were previously known to be likely high-
z interlopers since their 24µm fluxes suggested the initial low
photo-z to be wrong. For most galaxies the photo-z change is
∆z/(1+ z)< 0.02 with some wiggles around the redshift diago-
nal and a scatter < 0.01 around the wiggles.
The restframe colours of galaxies are affected in two ways
(see right panel of Fig. 3): broadly the mean U −V colour is
now 0.m11 redder due to the overall recalibration. This first-order
effect is independent of redshift since the calibration change of
different filters is correlated by the monotonic calibration drift.
Then the wiggles in photo-z change transform into wiggles in
the colour change with redshift, and the scatter from old to new
redshifts leads to scatter in the colour update.
An earlier comparison of the three COMBO-17 fields,
CDFS, A901 and S11, showed that the colour-magnitude rela-
tion of red galaxies in the initial CDFS catalogue was ∼ 0.m1
bluer than that in the A901 and S11 field (Bell et al. 2004). Now,
the colour-magnitude relations in the three fields are consistent.
The U −V colour change leads to higher mass-to-light ratios in
the galaxies: logM/L increases on average by 0.05 dex for blue
galaxies and by 0.09 dex for red galaxies at z = [0.2,1] accord-
ing to the relation between M/L and B−V by Bell & de Jong
(2001). How that propagates into mass estimates depends on lu-
minosity changes as well. At z ≈ 0.55 the restframe V-band is
centred on the observed-frame I-band, and there the new red-
shifts are lower by 〈∆z〉 ≈ 0.015, so reduced luminosity distance
and increased I-band fluxes compensate each other. The net re-
sult for the restframe V-band luminosity is a dimming by ∼ 0.m1
at z = 0.2, little change at z = 0.5 and a brightening by ∼ 0.m07
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Fig. 3. Left and centre: Comparison of old and new photometric redshifts. Right: Change in U−V resulting from the new calibration.
Fig. 4. Left: Photometric vs. spectroscopic QSO redshifts: ex-
cluding outliers the rms is 0.007 and the bias is consistent with
zero. Crosses are objects with two ambiguous photo-z solutions
and are responsible for most outliers Right: Type-1 AGN, en-
circled are those classed as QSO by COMBO-17: all but three
QSOs with MB <−22 and z > 0.5 are found, while fainter AGN
are dominated by the host galaxy SED.
at z = 0.8. Hence, the resulting COMBO-17 galaxy masses on
the ECDFS change very little for blue low-z galaxies, but rise by
∼ 10% and 20% for blue and red galaxies at z = 0.5, and by up
to 30% for red galaxies at z = 0.8. We repeat, that the SEDs and
masses in other COMBO-17 fields remain unaffected.
4.2. QSOs
The number and identity of objects classified as stars, white
dwarfs, galaxies and QSOs are conserved at a > 95% level.
Fig. 4 shows type-1 AGN with spectroscopy from Szokoly et al.
(2004) and Silverman et al. (in preparation). The right panel il-
lustrates the QSO selection completeness in COMBO-17: encir-
cled objects are classified as QSO by COMBO-17, so the selec-
tion is complete except in the regime of MB < −22 and z > 0.5
for three objects (∼ 6%).
The left panel shows photometric redshifts of the QSOs
found by COMBO-17: Nine objects are outlying, in six of which
the Hβ and MgII emission lines are confused, perhaps because
the continuum shapes in the data show variations not present in
the template model. Six of the outliers have been flagged by the
code as ambiguous and two alternative redshifts have been listed
in the catalogue. In all six cases, the correct redshift was statis-
tically less preferred by the code, while in only one of the am-
biguous objects was the preferred redshift the correct one (cross
on the diagonal). We remind users of the COMBO-17 catalogue
that ambiguous redshifts are flagged by having alternative red-
shifts appear in the column mc z2.
Magnitude variability is accounted for in the SED fitting by
using repeat R-band observations as a reference for the other fil-
ters, but potential colour variability is not accounted for. Finally:
the non-outlying 43 QSOs have excellent accuracy, twice as
good as in the initial release: δz/(1+ z) deviations of only 0.007
in rms and 0.001 bias.
5. Conclusion
The calibration of the CDFS field of COMBO-17 is updated over
the original publication of the data in 2004. Each COMBO-17
field is calibrated by two spectrophotometric standard stars in
each of its fields. While the calibration of the other COMBO-17
fields was straightforward, the two stars on the CDFS suggested
calibrations that were inconsistent in colour at the 0.15 mag level
from B to I. Both were marginally consistent with the colours
of the Pickles atlas, so the choice was unconstrained. Wolf et al.
(2004) ended up choosing the wrong star and introduced a colour
bias to the blue. Here, we have changed the calibration to follow
the other star, and it is now consistent with both the GaBoDS
and MUSYC photometry. The consequences of the calibration
change for the photometric redshifts is little when all 17 filters
are used, but larger when only broad bands are used. Broad-band
photo-z’s hinge more on colours than on spectral features that
are traced in medium-band photo-z’s. However, a small posi-
tive change in the photo-z’s is observed. Galaxies at R < 21 and
QSOs at R < 24 have photo-z’s accurate to within < 0.01 rms of
δz/1(+z) after exclusion of outliers. The new catalogue version
is accessible from the COMBO-17 or CDS websites.
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